
Movements and CommonsMovements and Commons

•• There is a commons, it is the site of court There is a commons, it is the site of court 
administration tragediesadministration tragedies

•• There is no bureaucratic way to change There is no bureaucratic way to change •• There is no bureaucratic way to change There is no bureaucratic way to change 
the commons, so movements are the commons, so movements are 
necessary to make it happennecessary to make it happen

–– Irony is that it needs to be inside the systemIrony is that it needs to be inside the system



TragedyTragedy

•• 'The essence of dramatic tragedy 'The essence of dramatic tragedy 
is not unhappiness. It resides in is not unhappiness. It resides in 
the solemnity of the remorseless the solemnity of the remorseless the solemnity of the remorseless the solemnity of the remorseless 
working of things.'"working of things.'"
——Garrett Hardin, Garrett Hardin, TRAGEDY OF THE COMMONSTRAGEDY OF THE COMMONS



The Lesson of the The Lesson of the 
“Commons”“Commons”

All participants must agree to All participants must agree to 
conserve the commons, but conserve the commons, but 
any one can force the any one can force the any one can force the any one can force the 
destruction of the commons.destruction of the commons.



The Shadow of the FutureThe Shadow of the Future--AxelrodAxelrod

•• People who know they will not meet you People who know they will not meet you 
again have nothing to lose by not again have nothing to lose by not again have nothing to lose by not again have nothing to lose by not 
cooperating and maximizing their gaincooperating and maximizing their gain

•• Someone you will meet again may be Someone you will meet again may be 
deterred from not cooperating, since you deterred from not cooperating, since you 
will play another game with themwill play another game with them



The Dilemma of Collective The Dilemma of Collective 
Action and FreeAction and Free--Riders Riders 

•• It takes all parties to make a collective It takes all parties to make a collective 
agreement work, but only one to make it failagreement work, but only one to make it fail

•• Individuals will still be able to benefit from Individuals will still be able to benefit from •• Individuals will still be able to benefit from Individuals will still be able to benefit from 
the actions of others without taking the actions of others without taking 
comparable action themselves, e.g., comparable action themselves, e.g., 
recycling, paying taxesrecycling, paying taxes



The Prince speaks to usThe Prince speaks to us

And one should bear in mind that there is nothing 
more difficult to execute, nor more dubious of 
success, nor more dangerous to administer than 
to introduce a new order to things; for he who to introduce a new order to things; for he who 
introduces it has all those who profit from the 
old order as his enemies; and he has only 
lukewarm allies in all those who might profit 
from the new. -- Niccolo 
Machiavelli 



The Courthouse CommonsThe Courthouse Commons

•• The court system, as a whole, is a The court system, as a whole, is a ““commons,commons,”” a a 

resource shared among all of youresource shared among all of you

•• As individual decision makers, you are free to As individual decision makers, you are free to 
make your  own choices, and you will often gain make your  own choices, and you will often gain make your  own choices, and you will often gain make your  own choices, and you will often gain 
personally from the decision, at least in the personally from the decision, at least in the 
short run, but the costs are often distributed short run, but the costs are often distributed 
among all the users; often in the long run among all the users; often in the long run 
everybody loseseverybody loses



Your WorldYour World

•• No one in charge, checks and balances to an No one in charge, checks and balances to an 
extremeextreme

–– Understandable in context of advocacyUnderstandable in context of advocacy

–– Very difficult in administrative mattersVery difficult in administrative matters–– Very difficult in administrative mattersVery difficult in administrative matters

•• Elections, elections, electionsElections, elections, elections

•• PersonalitiesPersonalities



Decisions in the Courthouse Decisions in the Courthouse 
CommonsCommons

•• Sole responsibility of one official, no Sole responsibility of one official, no 
affect on othersaffect on others

•• Sole responsibility, but affects othersSole responsibility, but affects others•• Sole responsibility, but affects othersSole responsibility, but affects others

•• Sole responsibility, affects others, Sole responsibility, affects others, 
but none of their businessbut none of their business

•• Not assigned to anyone, but affect Not assigned to anyone, but affect 
everyoneeveryone



Governing Your CommonsGoverning Your Commons

•• How will your commons be governed?How will your commons be governed?

•• OptionsOptions

–– Silo managementSilo management–– Silo managementSilo management

–– Shadow of the futureShadow of the future

•• Mutually assured destructionMutually assured destruction

–– Collaboration Collaboration 

•• Working together to achieve a common goal that Working together to achieve a common goal that 
is impossible to reach without one anotheris impossible to reach without one another



Planning a MeetingPlanning a Meeting

•• Court systems are overloaded and time is Court systems are overloaded and time is 
a valuable commoditya valuable commodity

•• If a meeting is called, it is essential to use If a meeting is called, it is essential to use 
the time wiselythe time wiselythe time wiselythe time wisely

•• A wellA well--planned meeting respects people's planned meeting respects people's 
time and produces resultstime and produces results

•• Planning an effective meeting requires at Planning an effective meeting requires at 
least as much time as the meeting itselfleast as much time as the meeting itself

•• Conventional wisdom about meetings Conventional wisdom about meetings 
gives little attention to planninggives little attention to planning



Meetings as a Governing ToolMeetings as a Governing Tool

•• Type of meetingType of meeting——ongoing or special ongoing or special 
purpose?purpose?

•• Who’s in the group?Who’s in the group?
–– Role of StakeholdersRole of Stakeholders–– Role of StakeholdersRole of Stakeholders

••Decision makers, implementers, people Decision makers, implementers, people 
affected  and blockersaffected  and blockers

•• Should they be regular or called?Should they be regular or called?
•• Should there be an agenda? Who sets it? Should there be an agenda? Who sets it? 

How?How?



Meetings as a Governing ToolMeetings as a Governing Tool

•• If one or more people see the need for a If one or more people see the need for a 
meeting, who do they ask to call it?meeting, who do they ask to call it?

•• Who presides? Who presides? 

•• Who would plan the meeting?Who would plan the meeting?•• Who would plan the meeting?Who would plan the meeting?

•• How would decisions in the meeting be How would decisions in the meeting be 
legitimized and put into action?legitimized and put into action?



What Is the What Is the PurposePurpose of the of the 
Meeting?Meeting?

“The purpose of “The purpose of 
this meeting is to this meeting is to 
. . . “. . . “

•• ReportReport

•• AnalyzeAnalyze

•• Track progressTrack progress. . . “. . . “

•• Make decisionsMake decisions

•• InformInform

•• PlanPlan

•• Negotiate Negotiate 
differencesdifferences

•• Track progressTrack progress

•• ProblemProblem--solvesolve

•• TeamTeam--buildbuild

•• LearnLearn



Formal and Functional RolesFormal and Functional Roles

•• When working on common tasks, the When working on common tasks, the 
formal roles as judge, clerk, etc, may formal roles as judge, clerk, etc, may 
morph into a role as teammorph into a role as team--membermembermorph into a role as teammorph into a role as team--membermember

•• May need to add group members for May need to add group members for 
functional roles not served by those with functional roles not served by those with 
formal rolesformal roles



Displaying and Preserving the Displaying and Preserving the 
Group MemoryGroup Memory
A way to manage information during the meeting and to have a record A way to manage information during the meeting and to have a record 
following the meetingfollowing the meeting

•• The group memory is an ongoing record of what The group memory is an ongoing record of what 
happens during the meetinghappens during the meeting

•• It is visible to everyone It is visible to everyone •• It is visible to everyone It is visible to everyone 

•• It contains key words and phrases spoken by It contains key words and phrases spoken by 
the participantsthe participants

•• It frees people from taking notes and allows for It frees people from taking notes and allows for 
immediate correctionimmediate correction

•• It provides information for making a decisionIt provides information for making a decision

•• It preserves information for writing up minutesIt preserves information for writing up minutes



HospitalityHospitality
Hospitality is an essential component for a Hospitality is an essential component for a 

successful meeting; lack of it can kill a successful meeting; lack of it can kill a 
meetingmeeting

•• Choosing and arranging the spaceChoosing and arranging the space•• Choosing and arranging the spaceChoosing and arranging the space

•• Providing comfortable seatingProviding comfortable seating

•• Assuring that everyone can hear and that Assuring that everyone can hear and that 
the temperature is adjusted properlythe temperature is adjusted properly

•• Welcoming peopleWelcoming people

•• Providing food and drinkProviding food and drink



Questions to AskQuestions to Ask
About Calling a Decisional MeetingAbout Calling a Decisional Meeting
•• Would a meeting help assure this decision Would a meeting help assure this decision 

will be will be implemented and sustainedimplemented and sustained??

•• Who is responsibleWho is responsible for the issue in for the issue in 
question?question?question?question?

•• Who will be affectedWho will be affected by decisions made by decisions made 
on this issue?on this issue?

•• Who can help implement it?Who can help implement it?

•• Who can prevent its implementation?Who can prevent its implementation?

•• What method of decisionWhat method of decision--makingmaking best best 
fits this situation?fits this situation?



Examples of Desired OutcomesExamples of Desired Outcomes

“By the end of this meeting we will . . .”“By the end of this meeting we will . . .”

•• Reach agreement on an inclement weather Reach agreement on an inclement weather 
policypolicy

•• Select a workgroup to oversee the construction Select a workgroup to oversee the construction •• Select a workgroup to oversee the construction Select a workgroup to oversee the construction 
of the new courthouse wingof the new courthouse wing

•• Decide whether or not to recommend to the Decide whether or not to recommend to the 
county that a consultant be hired to help us county that a consultant be hired to help us 
improve courthouse securityimprove courthouse security

•• Decide on steps we need to take to improve our Decide on steps we need to take to improve our 
hospitality and care of jurorshospitality and care of jurors



Four DecisionFour Decision--Making OptionsMaking Options
Before any business is begun, get agreement on how Before any business is begun, get agreement on how 
decisions will be madedecisions will be made

•• One person makes a decisionOne person makes a decision and and 
announces itannounces it

•• The decisionThe decision--maker gathers input maker gathers input from from 
individualsindividuals or or from a meetingfrom a meeting and and individualsindividuals or or from a meetingfrom a meeting and and 
decidesdecides

•• The decision is made by The decision is made by consensusconsensus: : 
everyone agrees to live with, support, and everyone agrees to live with, support, and 
help implement ithelp implement it

•• The The decisiondecision--makermaker sets parameters for sets parameters for 
the decision and the decision and delegatesdelegates it to the it to the 
groupgroup



Have a Fallback Decision Making Have a Fallback Decision Making 
Plan Plan 
Agree in advance on what will happen when consensus on Agree in advance on what will happen when consensus on 
a decision can’t be reached in the time availablea decision can’t be reached in the time available

•• Majority voteMajority vote

•• Agreement by 2/3 (or 75% or 80%, etc.)Agreement by 2/3 (or 75% or 80%, etc.)

•• Agreement by unanimity minus one (or two or Agreement by unanimity minus one (or two or •• Agreement by unanimity minus one (or two or Agreement by unanimity minus one (or two or 
three, etc.)three, etc.)

•• The decision defaults to one person or The decision defaults to one person or 
subgroup; e.g., “If we can’t reach consensus in subgroup; e.g., “If we can’t reach consensus in 
the time available, then the time available, then xx will take the will take the 
information from the discussion and make the information from the discussion and make the 
decision.”  decision.”  



Using a Gradient of AgreementUsing a Gradient of Agreement
Adapted from Sam Kaner, Adapted from Sam Kaner, Facilitator’s Guide to Participatory DecisionFacilitator’s Guide to Participatory Decision--MakingMaking

Provides a way to discern the different positions people are taking without Provides a way to discern the different positions people are taking without 
casting a formal YES or NO votecasting a formal YES or NO vote

88 77 66 55 44 33 22 11

EndorseEndorse Endorse Endorse 
with minor with minor 
reservareserva--
tionstions

Agree but Agree but 
with with 
reservareserva--
tionstions

AbstainAbstain Stand Stand 
asideaside

Formally Formally 
disagree disagree 
but willing but willing 
to go to go 
along with along with 

Formally Formally 
disagree disagree 
and and 
unwilling unwilling 
to help to help 

BlockBlock

along with along with 
majoritymajority

to help to help 
implementimplement

“I like it”“I like it” “Basically, “Basically, 
I like it”I like it”

“I can live “I can live 
with it”with it”

“I have no “I have no 
opinion”opinion”

“I don’t “I don’t 
like this like this 
but don’t but don’t 
want to want to 
hold the hold the 
group up”group up”

“I want “I want 
my my 
disagreedisagree--
ment ment 
noted in noted in 
writing writing 
but will but will 
support support 
the the 
decision”decision”

“I don’t “I don’t 
want to want to 
stop it but stop it but 
I don’t I don’t 
want to want to 
help help 
implement implement 
it”it”

“I veto the “I veto the 
proposal”proposal”



What Are the Qualities of a What Are the Qualities of a 
Good Decision?Good Decision?

•• The focus is on collective decisionsThe focus is on collective decisions

•••• What recent decision have you been part What recent decision have you been part 
of that’s an example of a good decision?of that’s an example of a good decision?

•• Does thinking about the qualities of a bad Does thinking about the qualities of a bad 
decision provide useful information about decision provide useful information about 
making good decisions?making good decisions?



Judicial District Executive SeminarJudicial District Executive Seminar

•• Improvement, not “change”Improvement, not “change”——outcomes outcomes 
that benefit the users of the courtthat benefit the users of the court

•• Many improvements occur in the Many improvements occur in the •• Many improvements occur in the Many improvements occur in the 
commonscommons——which has no governing which has no governing 
structurestructure

•• Create oneCreate one



•• Commitment for a period of timeCommitment for a period of time

•• Be willing to recognize there is a common Be willing to recognize there is a common 
good that may benefit the commons, even good that may benefit the commons, even 
if it burdens youif it burdens youif it burdens youif it burdens you

•• Be aware that issues of trust and respect Be aware that issues of trust and respect 
for others need to be acknowledged and for others need to be acknowledged and 
addressed, although not always in the addressed, although not always in the 
groupgroup



•• Be willing to start a movement Be willing to start a movement 

•• Listen to your Listen to your primal energyprimal energy

•• You won’t always have everybody on You won’t always have everybody on •• You won’t always have everybody on You won’t always have everybody on 
board, but the majority of you can create board, but the majority of you can create 
a culturea culture

•• If you don’t start a movement, what you If you don’t start a movement, what you 
do will not survive when you leavedo will not survive when you leave



•• This can be hard This can be hard 

•• It will be easy to get discouraged or drop It will be easy to get discouraged or drop 
outoutoutout

•• There are not always going to be people There are not always going to be people 
who will applaud you for doing thiswho will applaud you for doing this

•• What do you want the court system you What do you want the court system you 
leave behind to look like?leave behind to look like?



Insanity is doing the Insanity is doing the 
same thing over and same thing over and same thing over and same thing over and 
over again and over again and 
expecting different expecting different 
results.results. EinsteinEinstein



A Morning PrayerA Morning Prayer

Dear God,Dear God,

So far today I’ve done all right.So far today I’ve done all right.

I haven’t gossiped.I haven’t gossiped.

I haven’t lost my temper.I haven’t lost my temper.I haven’t lost my temper.I haven’t lost my temper.

I haven’t been greedy.I haven’t been greedy.

I haven’t been nasty or selfish.I haven’t been nasty or selfish.

I haven’t overindulged.I haven’t overindulged.

I haven’t intentionally hurt another human being.I haven’t intentionally hurt another human being.

For these things I am thankful.For these things I am thankful.

But, God, in a few minutes I’m going to get out of bed.  But, God, in a few minutes I’m going to get out of bed.  
From then on I will need a lot of help.  Amen.From then on I will need a lot of help.  Amen.


